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have been able to reciprocate his generosity
by having him and Maria Luisa as guests
in our home, and in 2010, when Elaine and
I got married, the chosen venue for the
event was the Gilardoni summer residence,
“Shangri-La”, in Viña del Mar in Chile, with
a stunning panoramic view of the Pacific
Ocean. As always Enrique and Maria Luisa
were the perfect hosts. Need I mention that
Jussi’s singing was included in the wedding
music?
Of his many lectures, I had the honor
of attending one in Buenos Aires in April
2000 (to which I was invited by Enrique. I
spent a whole month in Chile and Argentina thanks to his incredible generosity). The
lecture attracted a large audience of several
hundred in a local auditorium, among them
was the before mentioned Riccardo Turró,
and a relative of Enrico Caruso by the name
of Baldini (Caruso’s mothers’ maiden name
was Baldini). Enrique is always meticulously prepared for lectures, and this event
was no exception. He expertly guided the
audience through Jussi’s life and art, and I
still remember very vividly the incredible
ovation after Jussi’s 1957 live rendition of
“Ella mi fu rapita”/”Parmi veder le lagrime”
from Verdi’s Rigoletto. An elderly, very
elegantly dressed lady in the row behind
me stood up, with tears rolling down her
cheeks, exclaiming several times: “¡Björling,
que cantante de Verdi!” (“Björling, what a
singer of Verdi!”). An even more impressive expression (if possible) reverberated
in the auditorium after the 1944 Tor Mann
“Nessun Dorma”! I thought the audience
would tear the house down! Never before
or since have I witnessed such spontaneous
outbursts of genuine appreciation of a singers’ achievements. And all this to the sound
of CD-recordings!
Dear Enrique, may health and happiness follow in your footsteps for many years
to come! I look forward with anticipation
to sharing Jussi with you again, as soon as
the moment arises. To paraphrase Winston Churchill, and thereby expressing the
profound gratitude from the entire Björling
community: “Never was so much owed by
so many to you for your unfailing efforts!” n
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s Society members know by now,
a new Society-sponsored CD is
due out in the coming weeks that
presents a recently discovered Jussi Björling
live concert in Copenhagen on October 15,
1959, less than a year before Björling passed
away from escalating heart trouble. I discovered this tape, which I own, and working
together with Society members and expert
audio restoration engineer Seth B. Winner,
we put this project together, which is being
released by JSP Records in London.
The discovery of this magnificent recital was serendipitous in many ways. Whatever health issues were troubling Björling
at the time, the tape revealed that he was in
exemplary form on this occasion, partnered
by a sympathetic and musical accompanist,
Bertil Bokstedt, and further, the recital was
captured in very fine sound by excellent
recording equipment that had recently
been installed in the concert hall. This
hall was the recently completed Falkoner
Centret, built in 1958–1959 (we would call
it “Danish Modern” in style today), and as
this tape and others from the same source
amply demonstrate, this wood-paneled hall
had admirable acoustics that seem to have
been especially felicitous for the voices of

classical singers.
I later learned a further serendipitous
fact from Harald Henrysson, who wrote a
splendid in-depth article for the CD booklet
about the importance of Björling’s career
in Denmark—this tape is in fact the only
known surviving recording of Björling’s quite
extensive career in that country, in which he
sang more often over his lifetime than in any
country except Sweden and the US.
The only arguable negative is that the
great tenor was apparently pacing himself
carefully, though very successfully, with
the result that compared to other surviving
recitals from prior years, this one is on the
shorter side. A written recollection of this
recital by Bokstedt (discussed by Harald in
his article) advises that Björling was leaving
the stage after every number, which was
probably for the purpose of pacing himself
carefully. In addition, various pieces of
music had inadvertently been left at home
on the piano in Stockholm, which irritated
Björling when he first became aware of this
problem during the course of the program.
But from our viewpoint as listeners today,
we hear only Björling at his finest, as both
incomparable singer and masterful musical
interpreter, and there can be no doubt
that the 1959 Copenhagen audience got a
lot more than their money’s worth. Lucky
them! And now, fifty-seven years later—
Lucky us!
I acquired this tape fairly recently as
part of a purchase of several important historical tapes from Copenhagen. I am myself
a collector of live recordings and an audio
restoration engineer, and I bought the tapes
with the idea of restoring them for release
myself. However, in this instance I was
happy to have Seth Winner restore my tape,
which like every old tape had a number of
restoration issues to resolve, as I admire his
work very much and appreciate the good
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relationship he enjoys with the Societies
based on the great work he has done for
them in the past.
We were also very fortunate to have the
participation of Björling authority Stephen
Hastings in his insightful analysis of the
Copenhagen concert for the CD booklet,
in addition to the participation of Harald
Henrysson, a veritable walking encyclopedia when it comes to Björling and excellent
researcher and ardent writer. Future owners
of this set and I are very much indebted to
all of these gentlemen, and to Dan Shea,
Mark Elyn, Sue Flaster, Terry Williams,
Walter Rudolph, and all the other officers
and members of the Societies for their
invaluable assistance in making this release
of such great interest and quality.
As to how I acquired this rare tape—
backing up a little, I had done the restoration
work for a well-received three CD set
entitled Judy Garland: Swan Songs, First
Flights, which was released in January, 2015.
This set presented for the first time restored
versions of a number of live performances
from Garland’s last year (1968-69), coupled
with the first real restorations of a batch of
very early recordings from her youth (she
had been performing on stage in vaudeville
since the age of two and a half—more than a
decade before she became a movie actress).
The centerpiece of this set was a March
25, 1969 live performance by Garland at
Falkoner Centret in Copenhagen, broadcast
by Danmarks Radio, which was the source
for a rare high quality tape. We were able
to present Garland in this, her final concert

appearance, in fine sound, proving beyond
all doubt that her performing talent was
intact at this late point in her life and career.
Tragically, she would be dead in only three
months’ time from an accidental overdose
of sleeping pills, not long after her 47th
birthday.
Several months after this acclaimed
set was released, I was contacted “out of the
blue” by a gentleman in Denmark, who told
me he had found me because of the Garland
set. He said he had acquired a large batch
of live performance tapes from the man
who had operated Falkoner Centret for a
number of years. The tapes spanned about
25 years of performances of all kinds in the
hall, and they had been stored for all these
years, very few of them even played, much
less made public. As a collector myself, I
immediately recognized the importance of
a number of these tapes, which included
live performances by pop and opera singers,

pianists, folk singers, touring symphony
orchestras, rock bands, jazz performers,
ballet companies, visiting opera companies,
and all manner of performing miscellany.
The name Jussi Björling loomed large in the
handful of names that immediately jumped
off the computer screen at me.
I bought a handful of tapes from this
trove and have since bought a good many
more, which should form the basis for
exciting releases of previously unheard live
performances for a number of years into the
future. The names are a dazzling list—including Maria Callas, Birgit Nilsson, Joan
Sutherland, Boris Christoff, Marian Anderson, Wilhelm Kempff, Witold Malcuszynski,
Igor Oistrakh, Charles Munch, Rudolf
Kempe, Benny Goodman, Oscar Peterson,
Ella Fitzgerald, Mahalia Jackson, and many
more. I am excited and feel very fortunate
to have future projects to work on based on
these tapes, as well as a number of previously planned projects based on my other
activities, including not least the restoration
of live recordings of the spectacular violinist
Henri Temianka.
As for the first release from the Copenhagen trove, pride of place goes to this great
live 1959 Jussi Björling concert. I can do no
better than to quote from the Danish review
of the concert: “It is always a revelation to
meet perfection in this world, whether it is
a classic masterwork or Jussi Björling’s art
of singing …”. The passage of time has not
altered the truth of that statement in the
slightest. n
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